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This paper presents an algorithm that can assign flight departure delays under
probabilistic airport capacity. The algorithm dynamically adapts to weather forecasts by
revising, if necessary, departure delays. The information required by the algorithm is
considerably less than that required by existing stochastic dynamic optimization models. The
proposed algorithm leverages state-of-the-art optimization techniques that have appeared in
recent literature. It is a viable approach for planning ground delay programs at airports
where probabilistic information on airport capacity are available. As a case study, the
algorithm is applied to assigning departure delays to flights scheduled to arrive at San
Francisco International Airport in the presence of uncertainty in the fog clearance time. The
cumulative distribution function of fog clearance time was estimated from historical
observations on 387 days in 2004-2007. When probabilistic weather forecasts were used to
update the probabilities of fog clearance times, the expected delays obtained from the
algorithm were reduced by approximately 7% compared to delays when the forecasts where
not utilized. Experimental results also indicate that if the proposed algorithm is applied to
assign ground delays to flights inbound at San Francisco International airport, overall
delays could be reduced up to 20% compared to current level.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration implements a ground delay program (GDP) at an
airport when arrival demand exceeds capacity. Such situations typically occur when adverse weather conditions
reduces the maximum throughput, i.e., capacity, of an airport. When a GDP is implemented, a subset of flights
scheduled to arrive at the airport are assigned departure delays. These are commonly known as ground delays.
Flights that receive ground delays arrive later than their original scheduled arrival times. This results in reduction of
arrival demand at the airport during certain time-periods. Delaying flights before departure is less expensive than
letting them take-off at their scheduled times and encounter airborne delays at or near their destination. One of the
primary objectives of a GDP is to maximize throughput of the impacted airport, and hence, to reduce or eliminate
any unnecessary delays1. Uncertainty in weather forecasts poses a significant challenge towards minimizing delays.
Inaccurate forecasts make it impossible to know the airport arrival capacity in advance and to determine the
necessary departure delays of aircraft. Along with the quality of weather forecasts, algorithms used to plan a GDP
can have significant impact on delays2-6.
Over the past decade, research has led to the advancement of decision models for GDP planning under
uncertainty in airport capacity2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13. A key input to these models is a probability distribution function of
airport capacity. In the models proposed in Ref. 3 and Ref. 4 ground delays are not revised after they are assigned.
The output of these models is a set of landing slots, which could be assigned to aircraft. Ref. 2 proposed efficient
and equitable algorithms for slot allocation. From the computational standpoint, models proposed in Ref. 3 and 4 are
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easily solvable. Ref. 5 proposed a dynamic programming based model for assigning ground delays and revising
those in response to updated forecasts. Along with a distribution of airport capacity, the model in Ref. 5 requires as
input, a decision tree whose branches reflect updates on airport capacity as time progresses10. Such intensive data
requirement makes it hard to implement a dynamic programming model in practice.
This paper presents an algorithm that can utilize probabilistic capacity forecasts to decide on flight departure
delays. The algorithm applies the static stochastic optimization model, proposed in Ref. 4, at multiple stages to
optimize the number of aircraft planned to arrive at an airport, and an algorithm proposed in Ref. 2 to allocate
departure times to individual flights. While being computationally easy, the proposed algorithm incorporates
updated weather forecasts to dynamically revise flight departure times. As a case study, the algorithm is applied to
assign departure delays to flights scheduled to arrive at San Francisco International Airport (SFO) under uncertainty
in the clearance time of fog. The probabilistic distribution of fog clearance times is constructed using historical data.
On any given day the probabilities are updated based on forecasts generated by the National Weather Service,
located in Monterey, California. The results from the proposed algorithm are compared with those from a dynamic
stochastic optimization model5. In theory, the expected total delay from the dynamic optimization model will always
be less than that from the proposed algorithm. However, there are certain advantages of using the latter. The
proposed algorithm requires far less data. The individual modules of the algorithm are computationally simple and
generate solutions in real-time. Also, its steps are similar to planning ground delay programs in today’s system.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II provides a brief description of the key parameters involved in
planning and implementing ground delay programs. Section II presents a literature review of existing optimization
models addressing this problem. Section III presents an algorithm for assigning ground delays to aircraft under
uncertainty. The algorithm is applied to decide ground delays for flight arriving at SFO, and the results are presented
in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper followed by acknowledgements and references.

II.

GROUND DELAY PROGRAMS – PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION, AND
REVISION

The decision support tool that is used to plan and implement a GDP at an U.S. airport is known as the Flight
Schedule Monitor (FSM)7. There are three main parameters associated with any GDP: (1) planning horizon (i.e.,
length of the program), (2) airport acceptance rate during various time-periods within the planning horizon, and (3)
the set of flights that are included in the program (commonly known as the scope.) Anytime a GDP is implemented,
these parameters are set based on the projected arrival demand and airport capacity. The planning horizon, which is
the difference between end and start times of the GDP, typically coincides with weather-induced period of reduced
arrival capacity.
The airport acceptance rate (AAR), which is defined as the number of flights allowed to land in an hour, is set
based on the anticipated severity of weather. Based on the AARs, a set of landing slots are created, and each flight
included in the program is assigned one such slot. The difference between the landing slot assigned to a flight and its
scheduled arrival time amounts to ground delay.
When a GDP is implemented, a subset of flights may be exempted from being assigned ground delays even if
they are scheduled to arrive within the planning horizon. Typically, these are the flights that are either airborne at the
time when GDP is implemented or that originate from airports located beyond certain distance from the destination
airport. The primary motivation behind such distance-based exemptions is to prevent long-haul flights from facing
unnecessary delays if weather conditions improve earlier than anticipated. The subset of flights left is a groundbased ‘inventory’ of short-haul flights whose departure times can be revised. If weather improves earlier than
anticipated, short-haul flights could be released with lower delays in order to utilize increased airport capacity. If the
weather conditions worsen or persist longer, ground delays could be extended for those flights. Thus, distance-based
exemptions not only prevent long-haul flights from facing unnecessary delays, but also provide additional flexibility
to respond to unexpected capacity changes by controlling the departure times of flights that have not yet departed.
Following exemptions, the set of flights included in the program are assigned departure delays using the Rationby-Schedule (RBS) algorithm, which is based on the first-scheduled-first-served principle. RBS is viewed as an
equitable method of slot allocation. Previous research has proved that RBS minimizes the maximum delay imposed
on a flight8. In a recent study it was proved that a new algorithm, Ration-by-Distance (RBD), maximizes airport
throughput if weather clears earlier than anticipated2. Like RBS, RBD is a greedy heuristic where flights are
prioritized by their distance from the destination airport. However, RBD could lead to severe delays of short-haul
flights and cause inequity in slot assignment. Ref. 2 proposed a variant of the RBD algorithm, which was named as
the Equity-based RBD (E-RBD) algorithm, where the landing slot of a flight would not exceed the arrival time
under RBS allocation by certain pre-determined amount.
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Under CDM, airlines are allowed to substitute one flight for another in a landing slot they own. This process is
called intra-airline substitution. Airlines may also cancel some flights. After airline substitutions and cancellations
the FAA runs the Compression algorithm to re-assign any slot that was vacated due to cancellations7.
A GDP planning and control process is both stochastic and dynamic in nature. While the stochastic aspect is
mainly due to uncertainty in weather forecasts, the dynamic aspect is related to early termination or extension of the
program in response to changing weather conditions. In both cases, revising ground delays of flights is warranted.
At any time during a GDP, the ability to revise various parameters of the program depends on the decisions made
during earlier time-periods. For instance, if many flights were originally exempted and weather conditions worsen, it
may become necessary to impose more ground delays on flights that are still on ground. If, on the other hand, a lot
of flights were assigned ground delays and weather conditions improve earlier than anticipated, it may not be
possible to recover the unnecessary delays imposed on some flights. Assigning ground delays to flights in the face of
uncertainty is, therefore, a challenging problem often posed as a stochastic integer programming (IP) model. The
next sub-section summarizes the existing research literature on this problem.

III.

A DYNAMIC GROUND DELAY ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM

This section presents a new algorithm that could be applied to plan a GDP under uncertainty in airport capacity.
From hereon the algorithm is termed as the Dynamic Stochastic Ground Holding (DSGH) algorithm. There are two
main components of the proposed algorithm: (1) determining the optimum number of landing slots during a timeperiod within the GDP planning horizon and (2) assigning the landing slots to flights. Whenever there is an update
in weather forecasts these two steps could be repeated and ground delays of flights could be revised.
Figure 1 illustrates the various steps of planning a ground delay program using the DSGH algorithm. The
primary inputs to the algorithm are the scheduled arrival times of flights and a set of airport capacity scenarios with
their respective probabilities. As mentioned earlier, capacity scenarios can be constructed from past observations of
airport capacity or from the weather forecasts. Using these input on arrival demand and capacity, a static stochastic
optimization model, presented below, is applied to output the optimum time-varying “planned airport arrival rates”
(PAAR). The primary difference between the model presented below and that in Ref. 4 is the inclusion of the
exempted flights in the proposed model.
1. Notations
T : number of discrete time-periods of equal duration that constitute the planning horizon,
Q : number of capacity scenarios, each of which depicting a possible time-varying airport arrival capacity,

!

pq : probability of occurrence of scenario q ,
q
M t airport arrival capacity during time-period t under the scenario q ,
Dt : number of flights, which are not exempted, scheduled to arrive during time-period t ,
Et : number of flights, which are exempted from being assigned any ground delay, scheduled to arrive during timeperiod t ,
! : cost-ratio between unit airborne and ground delay of any flight.
2. Decision Variables
At : number of flights rescheduled to arrive during time-period t (i.e., the PAARs),
Gt : number of flights that are delayed on ground from time-period t to t + 1 ,
q
Wt : number of flights airborne delayed between t and t + 1 , under scenario q .
3. Objective Function
Q
q
T
(1)
Min. "T
t =1Gt + " q =1 pq " t =1 !Wt
!
4. Constraints
At ! Gt !1 + Gt = Dt ; t = 1,..., T + 1; (G0 = GT +1 = 0)
(2)
q
q
q
(3)
At + Et + W t"1 " W t # M t
q
At , Gt , Wt ! 0 and integer
(4)
The objective function given by expression (1) minimizes the expected total delay cost, where an unit of airborne
! factor of ! compared to unit ground delay. Constraint set (2) implies that the difference
delay is weighted by a cost
between cumulative scheduled and planned arrivals amounts to total ground delay. Constraint set (3) imposes upper
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limit on the number of flights that could actually land under a given capacity scenario. Any difference between
planned and actual landings results in airborne delays.
After determining the optimum PAARs, a set of landing slots are created and all flights scheduled to arrive at the
destination airport are assigned one such slot. This is done by applying a priority-based algorithm such as the RBS
or the RBD. As mentioned earlier, these algorithms generate certain amount of equity and efficiency in slot
allocation. Following slot assignment, airlines are allowed to perform flight substitutions and cancellations just as it
is done in today’s system. Thereafter, the Compression Algorithm is invoked to utilize slots vacated by cancelled
flights. Intra-airline flight substitutions and application of the Compression Algorithm result in schedule changes.
The overall GDP planning and implementation process is repeated at multiple stages while utilizing updated
information on flight schedules and weather forecasts. The DSGH algorithm is formally presented below.

Figure 1: Components of the Dynamic Stochastic Ground Holding Algorithm
The DSGH Algorithm
At time t , obtain a list of flights whose scheduled or previously rescheduled arrival times are later than t .
Let FG be the set of flights whose departure times are later than t . Similarly, let FA be the set of flights
which are already airborne as of time t .
2. Divide the planning horizon into a set of T time-periods of equal duration and generate aggregate arrival
demand, Di , during time-period i based on arrival schedule of ground-based FG . Similarly, generate the
!
!
arrival demand, Ei , based on flights that are already airborne at t (i.e., FA ).
! probabilities based on weather forecasts at time t . Let C q denote the
3. Obtain capacity scenarios and their
i
!
!
airport arrival capacity during time-period i under the scenario q ( q ! {1,.., Q} ), and pq denote its
!
!
probability of occurrence
4. Solve the static stochastic optimization model for the GHP (Ball et al., 2003)4 using the inputs Di , Ei ,
1.

q
M i , pq , and a chosen value of ! . Obtain the set of optimum PAAR, i.e., Ai .
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!

In each time-period i , generate Ai landing slots of equal duration. Assign one landing slot to each flight
f " FG based on a priority rule such as RBS or RBD.
6. Allow intra-airline flight substitutions and cancellations.
7. Execute the Compression algorithm.
8. At time t" = t + #t obtained revised schedules and updated capacity forecasts. If weather has cleared by
time t ! then go to step 9. Otherwise, repeat steps 1-7.
9. Generate landing slots based on fair weather capacity of the airport.
10. Assign airborne flights f " FA the earliest possible landing slot. Note that some airborne flight may face
!
airborne holding due to unavailability of its desired slot. After assigning slots to airborne flights, assign
each flight f " FG an earliest possible landing slot without violating airport capacity under fair weather
conditions.
!
11. End algorithm.
5.

!

! of the DSGH algorithm are similar to current-day GDP planning and implementation procedure. There
The steps
are, however, two main differences between current practice and the proposed algorithm. First, the PAARs are
decided using an optimization model which accounts for uncertainty in capacity forecasts. Second is the dynamic
aspect of the algorithm. Steps 1-7 of the DSGH algorithm are repeated at multiple stages utilizing updates on flight
schedules and weather forecasts. Such sequential application of the algorithm makes it possible to revise ground
delays of flights in response to changing conditions. The parameter "t , which is the time difference between
successive applications of the algorithm, depends on the frequency of weather forecast updates and the required
duration of collaborative decision making described in steps 6 and 7.

IV.

!

DYNAMIC GDP PLANNING AT SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(SFO) UNDER UNCERTAINTY IN FOG CLERANCE TIME

A GDP is implemented at SFO on a typical day when fog clears late. The marine stratus conditions effectively
eliminate side-by-side landings, thereby reducing the AAR from approximately 60 flights per hour to 30 flights per
hour. The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the DSGH algorithm could be applied to mitigate demandcapacity imbalance caused by such adverse weather conditions.
A. Capacity Scenarios and their Probabilities
As mentioned earlier in Section II, the static stochastic optimization model for GHP (Ball et al., 2003)4 requires
as input a finite set of scenarios of airport capacity and their respective probabilities. Each scenario depicts a timevarying profile of airport capacity. The arrival capacity profile of SFO before and after fog clearance time could be
represented by a simple step function as shown in Figure 2. Before the fog clears (i.e., until time ! ) the landing
capacity of the airport is 30 aircraft per hour, and after it clears the capacity rises to 60 aircraft per hour.

Figure 2: SFO Arrival Capacity Profile under Fog Clearance Time !
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Since the fog clearance time, ! , is not known with certainty, it is necessary to consider a finite set of possible
values of ! . Corresponding to each value of ! there would be a capacity scenario whose profile is similar to the one
shown in Figure 2, and whose probability of occurrence is equal to the probability of ! assuming that particular
value. Figure 3 shows the cumulative probabilities distribution of ! as estimated from observed fog clearance times
on 387 summer days in 2004-2007.The time of day shown on the abscissa is in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT). From
this distribution, a set of 17 capacity scenarios, each corresponding to a particular value of ! , is provided as input to
the static stochastic optimization model in step 3 of the DSGH algorithm. The clearance time associated with each
scenario, denoted by ! q , and their probabilities are presented in Table 1.

Figure 3: Cumulative Probability Distribution of Fog Clearance Time at SFO
Table 1: Initial Set of Capacity Scenarios and their Probabilities
Scenario ( q )
Scenario-specific fog
Probability of
clearance time in UTC ( ! q )
occurrence ( pq )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

6:00
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00

0.0026
0.0233
0.0388
0.0465
0.0620
0.0956
0.1292
0.1137
0.1550
0.1344
0.0620
0.0491
0.0388
0.0181
0.0233
0.0052
0.0026
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At time instant t within the GDP planning horizon the conditional probability of any scenario changes
depending on whether or not the fog has cleared by t . For instance, if on any given day, the fog has cleared between
9:00 and 9:30 AM, the conditional probabilities of all scenarios associated with clearance times later than 9:30 AM
becomes zero. Thus, when the DSGH algorithm is applied at multiple stages, the number of future scenarios and
their conditional probabilities are updated and provided as input to the static model in step 3. On any day, if the fog
has not cleared by time t , set of scenarios is updated to contain only those whose clearance times are later than t ,
and their probabilities are updated as follows:
pq
)
pq =
, q " {1,.., Q} : ! q > t
(5)
" pk
k :! k > t

B. Arrival Demand at SFO
For comparing performance of the DSGH algorithm and a dynamic stochastic optimization model, flights
schedules on a representative summer day in 2005 were used to compute the arrival demand at SFO. The flight
schedules were obtained from the FAA – Aviation System Performance Metrics database. Figure 4 shows the hourly
arrival demand of domestic flights at SFO between 5:00 and 17:00 PDT. As shown in the figure, the arrival demand
at SFO during morning hours exceeds the reduced airport arrival capacity in presence of fog, which is 30 landings
per hour. Therefore, on any day when the fog doesn’t clear before 9:00 AM it becomes necessary to implement a
GDP to mitigate this demand-capacity imbalance.

Figure 4: Hourly Arrival Demand at SFO on Aug-11-2005
C. DSGH Algorithm Performance
The DSGH algorithm was applied to assign departure times to flights in response to low airport capacity at SFO.
Airborne delays could result if flights could not land due to inadequate capacity. The scenario-specific delays and
the total expected delays obtained from the DSGH algorithm were compared with those from Mukherjee-Hansen
(2007)5 stochastic dynamic optimization model. The results are presented here.
Figure 5 shows the expected ground and airborne delays from the DSGH Algorithm and the Mukherjee-Hansen
optimization model when the cost-ratio ! was set to 2. Airborne delays could occur if flights are released with low
ground delay and the airport capacity remains low for extended periods of time. It can be easily observed that the
expected airborne delays obtained from the DSGH algorithm and the Mukherjee-Hansen model are almost same.
When RBD is used to allocate slots to individual flights in step 5 of the DSGH algorithm, the total expected delay is
approximately 2% higher than the Mukherjee-Hansen model. When RBS is used instead, the total expected delay
from the DSGH model is about 8% higher. This is because under RBS slot allocation, the chance of recovering
7
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flight delays when fog clears early is lower than that under RBD. In fact, it was proved in Ref. 2 that RBD allocation
minimizes total ground delays if airport capacity increases earlier than anticipated. Thus, from an efficiency
standpoint, RBD outperforms RBS, which is evident from the results shown in Fig. 5. Similar trends in expected
delays are observed when the cost ratio ! is set to a high value of 100 (see Fig. 6). Under high cost-ratio, the DSGH
algorithm with RBD slot allocation generates the same ground and airborne delays under various scenarios as the
Mukherjee-Hansen model. Total expected delay under DSGH algorithm with RBS slot allocation is approximately
43% higher than the delay under RBD allocation.
1600
1400

Ground Delay

Airborne Delay

1200
1000
Expected
Delay
(minutes)

800
600
400
200
0
DSGH Algorithm with
RBD in Step 5

DSGH Algorithm with
RBS in Step 5
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Dynamic
Optimization Model

Figure 5: Expected Delays from DSGH Algorithm and Mukherjee-Hansen Model for Cost-Ratio ! =2
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Figure 6: Expected Delays from DSGH Algorithm and Mukherjee-Hansen Model for Cost-Ratio ! =100
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Total delay depends on the fog clearance time. Figure 7 shows the scenario-specific delays obtained from the
DSGH algorithm and the Mukherjee-Hansen model when cost ratio ! was set to 2. The dynamic optimization
model generates lower delays compared to the DSGH algorithm under almost all possible fog clearance times.
Comparing RBD versus RBS allocation in step 5 of the DSGH algorithm, the total delays are almost equal when fog
clears late. However, for early clearance times, total delay under RBD is generally lower than RBS.

Figure 7: Scenario-Specific Delays from DSGH Algorithm and Mukherjee-Hansen Model for Cost-Ratio
! =2
D. Utilizing Weather Forecasts in the DSGH Algorithm
The National Weather Service provides cumulative probability of fog clearance at SFO by 10:00, 11:00, 12:00,
and 13:00 PDT on each day during the summer months. The forecasts are generated at 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 9:00, and
10:00 PDT. On a few days, when fog clears late, forecasts are also available at 11:00 and 12:00 PDT.
The cumulative probabilities provided by the weather forecasts could be used to recalculate the probabilities of
scenarios. For example, on a given day, let 0.6 be the probability of fog clearance by 10:00 AM based on the 4:00
AM forecast. The cumulative probability of fog clearance by 10:00 AM without taking into account the forecast is
approximately 0.4 (see Fig. 3). To take the weather forecast into account, the probabilities of a scenario q ,

0.6
pq = 1.5 pq .
0.4
In general, if P10:00
is the cumulative probability of fog clearance by 10:00 AM according to weather forecast,
"
P"
the probability of a scenario q , such that " q # 10 : 00 , is recomputed as p"q = 10:00 pq , where P10:00 is the
P10:00
cumulative
! probability clearance by 10:00 AM computed from historical data (i.e. based on the values provided
Figure 3). The scenario probabilities for q ! {1,.., Q} , such that 10 : 00 " # q " 11 : 00 , are readjusted
!
!
P"
# P"
! probability of fog clearance by 11:00 AM
as p"q = 11:00 10:00 pq , where P11:00 and P11:00
are the cumulative
"
P11:00 # P10:00
with and without weather forecast. The probabilities of scenarios corresponding
to clearance time later than 11:00
!
AM are recalculated similarly. The conditional probabilities of scenarios are updated at any time t by utilizing both
!
weather forecasts, if available,
and!by eliminating from possibility those scenarios whose clearance times were
before t , as described earlier in Equation (5).
Forecasts from the National Weather Services were obtained for 67 days in the summer of 2005 and the DSGH
algorithm along with RBD procedure for slot allocation was applied to assign flight departure delays. Figure 8
shows the reduction in expected delays, expressed in percentages, when the scenario-specific probabilities were
updated using the forecasts compared to when they were not. For example, on 6/22/05 (highlighted as red circle in
corresponding to fog clearance times at 10:00 AM or earlier, is updated as follows: pq! =

!
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the figure), utilizing weather forecasts to recomputed probability of fog clearance times resulted in 33% less total
delay compared to when the weather forecasts were not used. The percentage delay reduction in Fig. 8, therefore,
provides the value of utilizing the weather forecasts. On 19 out of 67 days this value is negative, which means that
expected delay increases when scenario probabilities are updated using weather forecasts. Typically, on these days
the weather forecasts are either overly optimistic about fog clearance times, often leading to airborne delays, or they
are overly pessimistic, in which case there is significant unnecessary ground delays. On an average, however, the
reduction in expected delay by utilizing weather forecasts is about 7%.

Figure 8: Value of Fog Clearance Time Forecasts

E. Performance of the DSGH Algorithm Compared with Simulated Ground Delay Programs
Delays obtained from the DSGH algorithm were compared with those from simulated GDPs on 67 summer days
in 2005. In the simulations, the GDP parameters were set based on a set of guidelines, described below, which are
similar to those adopted by the FAA when GDPs are implemented at SFO in response to marine stratus15, 16. The
goal of this exercise is to analyze the potential delay savings that could be achieved by applying the DSGH
algorithm to implement GDPs at SFO compared to what is done in today’s system.
Step 1: Setting the planning horizon. On each of the 67 days, the predicted fog clearance time at SFO was
obtained from the forecasts generated by the National Weather Service at 4:00 AM. If due to some reason 4:00 PDT
forecast was not available 6:00 PDT forecast was used instead. On each day, a GDP was implemented with a start
time of 6:00 PDT and an initial end time being 2-hours later than the predicted fog clearance time based on available
forecast. The 2-hour buffer was applied as a hedging strategy against potential late fog clearance time than what was
forecasted.
Step 2: Setting the airport capacity. The airport acceptance rate during GDP was set to 30 arrivals-per-hour, and
60 arrivals/hour after the program cancelled.
Step 3: Setting the scope of GDP. The scope of the GDP on a given day was set based on the confidence of the
forecast clearance times. The exemption distance was set to 1000 nautical-miles if the confidence of the 4:00 PDT
forecast (or 6:00 PDT forecast if the 4:00 PDT forecast was unavailable) was “High”, or if the predicted clearance
time based on the forecast was no later than 11:00 PDT. The exemption distance was set to 1500 nautical-miles if
the forecast confidence was “Low” and the predicted fog clearance time was between 11:00 and 14:00 PDT. The
scope was set to 2000 nautical-miles if the predicted fog clearance time was later than 14:00 PDT.
Step 4: Slot allocation to flights. Flights that originated outside the exemption distance received no delays. Also,
flights already airborne at the time of GDP implementation were exempted. Ration-by-schedule (RBS) algorithm
was applied to allocate landing slots to non-exempt flights.
Step 5: Revision. If, on a given day, the fog cleared 2-hours before initial end time of GDP then the airport
capacity was set to 60 arrivals/hour from the time of clearance. Departure delays of flights still on the ground were
revised accordingly. If, however, the fog did not clear 2-hours prior to the initially planned end time of GDP, the
10
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program was extended and the end time is reset to 17:00 PDT and all ground-based flights were included (i.e., the
scope was extended to capture all airports within U.S.) The GDP was revised again once the fog actually clears.
Delays obtained from the DSGH algorithm and those from the GDPs simulated based on the above guidelines
are compared with delays from a very conservative strategy where, on each of the 67 days, GDPs are implemented
with initial end time set to 23:59 UTC, and the scope set to include all airports in the U.S. The program is revised
only when fog actually clears on each day. Figure 9 shows the reduction in delays obtained from the DSGH
algorithm and simulated GDP based on above guidelines compared to the conservative strategy.

Figure 9: Reduction in Total Delay, Compared to a Conservative Strategy, By Applying Various Algorithms
Delays obtained from GDPs simulated based on the above guidelines are, on average, 28% lower than those
obtained from the conservative strategy. When the DSGH algorithm is applied with RBS slot allocation the delays
are about 10% lower than those from the simulated GDPs. When RBD is applied to allocate landing slots in the
DSGH algorithm the delays further reduce by 8%. These experimental results indicate that, on average, 10-20%
reduction in delays could be achieved by applying the DSGH algorithm to implement GDPs at SFO compared to
how they are implemented in today’s system.

Figure 10: Excess Delays, due to Imperfect Information, from the DSGH Algorithm and Simulated GDPs
Figure 10 shows the excess delays, compared to those when perfect information on fog clearance time is
available in advance, from the DSGH algorithm and GDPs simulated based on guidelines states earlier in this
section. Thus, Fig. 10 shows the excess delays due to imperfect information on fog clearance times at SFO. As
evident from the results, the excess delays from the DSGH algorithm, compared to those under perfect information,
ranges between 65 – 110%. The delays from simulated GDPs are, on an average, 145% greater than that could be
achieved if perfect information on fog clearance times were available in advance. Thus, while there are excess
11
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delays faced when GDPs are planned under uncertainty, applying an advanced algorithm, such as the DSGH
algorithm, could potentially reduce the loss.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the Dynamic Stochastic Ground Holding (DSGH) algorithm, which could be applied to
plan and control a GDP under uncertainty in airport capacity. Various steps within the DSGH algorithm are repeated
in order to make use of, and hence, dynamically respond to, updated information on airport conditions. The steps of
the algorithm are similar to the GDP planning and implementation process in today’s system. However, the
algorithm applies some of the latest techniques in making ground delay decisions under uncertainty.
Computationally, the proposed algorithm is efficient, and therefore, could be applied in real-time. Due to its
simplicity and relatively smaller input data requirements, the algorithm could be easily incorporated within decision
support tools to plan and control GDPs at airports where probabilistic weather forecasts are available.
The performance of the DSGH algorithm was compared to an existing dynamic stochastic optimization model
for assigning departure delays to flights. The expected total delay obtained from the algorithm was greater than the
dynamic stochastic optimization model by approximately 2%. The choice of slot allocation method within the
DSGH algorithm impacted overall delays. Applying Ration-by-Distance resulted in 6% delay reduction than Rationby-Schedule. Overall delays generated by the algorithm reduced further when the daily forecasts on fog clearance
time were utilized. On average, delays reduced by approximately 7% when the forecasts were used to recomputed
probabilities of capacity scenarios in the DSGH algorithm. The performance of the DSGH algorithm was compared
to GDPs, simulated based on guidelines which are similar to current practice. Based on the experiments, it is
concluded that, on an average, the DSGH algorithm could reduce delays by 10-20% compared to those at current
level.
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